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Inspired by Shoemaker-Levy 9, Melosh and Schenk [I] identified chains of impact craters, or 
catenae, on Callisto and Ganymede as the probable products of a similar phenomenon: tidal breakup of 
a comet (or asteroid) close to Jupiter, followed by gradual orbital separation of the fragments and 
collision with a Galilean satellite. The trajectories pass close to Jupiter, which constrains the impact 
geometry (velocity and impact angle) for each catena. McKinnon and Schenk [2] used these constraints 
to estimate the mass distribution of the catenacrater-forming impactors. No characteristic mass scale 
emerges; rather, each comet appears to break up into fragments that generally span no more than an 
order of magnitude in mass, and the mass range is specitic to each catena/comet. Expressed as equiv- 
alent radii (for a density of 1 g lcd) ,  most comet fragments have radii of -100-700 m, although larger 
sizes exist and smaller catenae (implying smaller fragments) may be unresolved in Voyager images. 
Here, we carry this analysis forward, using the orientations of the catenae to fuaher constrain the 
trajectories. In some cases where the sequence of impact is determined, the trajectory is as well. IIhis 
gives an estimate of the size of the progenitor comet as a function of perijove (breakup) distance, which 
when combined with mass estimates from crater scaling, yields a density range for the parent comet. 

Background. The mass and radii distributions for catena-forming comet fragments (from [2]) are 
shown in Fig. 1. Results from the eight catenae identified on Callisto and the three on Ganyrnede are 
mutually consistent. These determinations of impactor mass are different from previous statistical der- 
ivations of impactor mass distributions [e.g., 31. Short-period comets and asteroids on short-period- 
comet-like orbits (extinct comets) dominate the flux at Jupiter [4]. Because their encounter velocities at 

Jupiter's gravitational sphere of influence are 
Fig. 1 Comet Fragments modest, the impact velocity u at Callisto or 

Ganymede is dominated by jovian gravity and 
satellite motion; velocities are insensitive to 
satellite gravity for all (heliocentric) impactors. 
Fragment trajectories pass within Jupiter's Roche 
zone and are nearly perpendicular to the satellite 
orbits, which fixes impact velocities to within 
10% (u -15 and 19.5 km/s for Callisto and 
Ganyrnede, respectively), and the impact angle 8 
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be obtained. There are uncertainties in crater 
reconstructions and scaling, of course, but these 
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extent of the distributions in Fig. 1. 
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individual comets tend to split into more similar mass fragments. This is consistent with tidal breakup 
models in which gravitational instabilities cause roughly equal mass accumulations [7,8], but not with 
theories that predict a characteristic size or size-spectrum of comet building blocks [9], unless the 
characteristic size(s) are much smaller than the fragments. With respect to Shoemaker-Levy 9, 
fragments larger than 1 km radius are found only for the largest catena on each satellite. If the SL-9 
fragments were large (>1 km dhrmter), the event would be historically unusual. 

Chain orientations. The inclination of a fragment train orbit determines the orientation of the 
resulting crater chain on a satellite, information not exploited in [2]. Each orientation corresponds to 
two possible inclinations, and impact sequence is the key to choosing among the two. For example, 
the orientation of the chain in Fig. 2 is east-west (north is up), requiring the fragment train that 
produced it to have traveled, either prograde or retrograde, in the jovian equatorial plane. The impact 
sequence, from east-to-west, is consistent with a prograde orbit; orbital calculations show that such a 
fragment train would have approached Callisto at a high angle, consistent with the close overlap of the 
craters. A retrograde orbit would have resulted in a fragment chain oriented nearly perpendicular to its 
velocity vector (with respect to Callisto); at the catena's position on Callisto, the predicted impact 
sequence would be west-toeast, which is not observed. Thus for this catena, and at least two others, 
we have even more precise constraints on u and 6. 

Parent comet densities. Knowledge of the fragment trajectory constrains the size of the parent 
(pre-breakup) comet. Referring again to Fig. 2, this =I 10-km long catena was made, given a prograde 
trajectory, by a fragment train -300 km long. For a nominal perijove of 1.5 RJ (jovian radii), this 
corresponds to a comet of -3.5-km diameter, if the comet simply disintegrates at perijove as in [1,7,8]. 
Summing the masses of the individual impactors for this chain gives a parent density of -0.6 g/cm3. 
While not unreasonable compared to other estimates [e.g., 101, the strong dependence of fragment train 
length on perijove prevents any but a broad statistical bound on parent comet densities. Numerical 
models of cometary fragmentation [7,8] have the potential, however, of further narrowing the space of 
allowable perijoves and progenitor densities. We also note that if the retrograde trajectory had been 
chosen for the catena in Fig. 2, unreasonably high densities would have been found for the parent 
comet. This offers another method to choose among trajectories for catenae whose impact sequence 
cannot be determined due either to lack of crater overlap or resolution limitations, and can potentially 
indicate which if any catenae were formed from the breakup of relatively high-velocity Halley-family or 
long-period comets. Our full analysis will be presented. 
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